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For courses in computer programming.  Ã‚Â   Evaluating the Fundamentals of Computer

Programming Languages    Concepts of Computer Programming Languages  introduces students to

the fundamental concepts of computer programming languages and provides them with the tools

necessary to evaluate contemporary and future languages. An in-depth discussion of programming

language structures, such as syntax and lexical and syntactic analysis, also prepares readers to

study compiler design.   The Eleventh Edition maintains an up-to-date discussion on the topic with

the removal of outdated languages such as Ada and Fortran. The addition of relevant new topics

and examples such as reflection and exception handling in Python and Ruby add to the currency of

the text. Through a critical analysis of design issues of various program languages,  Concepts of

Computer Programming Languages  teaches programmers the essential differences between

computing with specific languages.
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I bought the Kindle edition of this book for school. Not having to carry a 1000+ page book around it's

a delight, the reason why I bought it for the Kindle. However, the Kindle keeps crashing after a

couple of minutes (if not seconds) of opening the book. None of the other books crash the Kindle,

so it's not software related.Aside from my Kindle (for PC) crashing shortly after opening this book, I

find the book is well written for a very dense topic. It provides a historical perspective of

programming languages. It also illustrates how a compiler looks at the code provided by the

programmer, its manipulation, and it forces one to think in computer "terms".There are moments

where a second look at the material is necessary; however, this is attributed to the topic of the book.

Great

Its a book. Good quality, covered all the bases in programming languages, although a little

confusing at times.

This book was okay. Easy to read. I actually thought the book used way more different language

examples for each feature than needed. I think it should have focused on fewer languages, and

talked more in depth about the actual concepts.

Required for a course I am taking. Well written and easy to follow. Some topics could use a bit more

depth but most are very detailed. This is a survey level textbook in practice. The authors long

experience as a lecturer and educator makes this book a very strong resource.

I had to drop the class that this book was for, but I occasionally read it. It covers very interesting

topics, but the coverage of theoretical material was not very good. The topics are quite interesting,

and this book is very straightforward.

Probably one of the easiest reading texts I had in college. Does a good job of explaining concepts

and I'd consider this a good keeper textbook or one for programmers to read generally.. If you've

ever been confused about the history and need for so many language, or which language is the

"best", this book will explain it all to you.

This book is good for understanding the general principles behind programming languages. I have

not completed the entire book, but I have enjoyed learned about the different ways that languages



implement the same concepts.
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